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1Introduction

1  Harsch, M. (2008) “EU split on Kosovo independence”, ISN Security Watch. At: https://css.ethz.ch/content/specialinter-
est/gess/cis/center-for-securities-studies/en/services/digital-library/articles/article.html/92620. 

Among the five EU members that do not 

recognize Kosovo, Spain is probably the one 

that has steadily maintained the fiercest op-

position to the integration of Kosovo into re-

gional and international organizations. Hav-

ing little or no geopolitical interests in the 

region, Spanish authorities and politicians 

across the political spectrum have discour-

aged any lasting or sustainable engagement 

with Kosovo following the 2008 declaration 

of independence. The situation is even more 

uncomfortable to Spain considering that its 

policy of non-recognition differs to that of 

their historic Euro-Atlantic partners, who not 

only recognize but also endorse Kosovo’s 

statehood in the international arena. As a 

matter of fact, Spain played an important 

role both in putting an end to Kosovo War 

(1998-99) as part of the NATO alliance, and 

in participating in peacekeeping missions in 

Kosovo like UNMIK and KFOR. However, af-

ter 2008, Spain has gradually dismantled its 

presence in these international bodies and 

started a policy of either avoiding or rejecting 

discussions over Kosovo’s statehood.

If we consider the context of other Spanish 

speaking countries, the general situation 

would not be remarkably different. Just a 

handful of nations that have Spanish as one 

of their main languages recognize Kosovo. 

These are Equatorial Guinea in Africa, and 

Panama, Costa Rica, Guatemala, El Salvador, 

Dominican Republic, Colombia, and Peru in 

the Americas. Non-recognition by the rest 

has in many cases been due to pressure 

from Spain’s diplomacy.1

In this paper we aim to widen the perspec-

tive in order to include audiences and stake-

holders from these countries. The existing 

literature about Kosovo and its relations with 

Spanish speaking countries tends to focus 

exclusively on the legal and political angles. 

In this regard, we expect to start a reflec-

tion on the issue from a different viewpoint, 

which implies to look to the human and cul-

tural dimensions that underlie political de-

cision-making, to map and explore possible 

areas of contact between Kosovo and the 

Spanish speaking audiences.

https://css.ethz.ch/content/specialinterest/gess/cis/center-for-securities-studies/en/services/digital-library/articles/article.html/92620
https://css.ethz.ch/content/specialinterest/gess/cis/center-for-securities-studies/en/services/digital-library/articles/article.html/92620
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The methodological framework is based 

on a desk research, critical reading of the 

existing literature and interviews with 21 

people who in the last decade have been 

involved in promoting engagement between 

Kosovo and Spanish speaking stakeholders. 

Interviewees include, from the Spanish side, 

Members of the European Parliament, dip-

lomats, journalists, International Relations 

specialists, entrepreneurs and business-

people, Spanish expats living in Kosovo and 

organizers of international cultural events. 

From the side of Kosovo, interviewees in-

clude diplomats acting in Spanish speaking 

contexts, journalists, organizers of interna-

tional cultural events, specialists in Kosovo’s 

nation branding, translators and students 

of Spanish language, football fans, and 

generally people interested in intensifying 

relations with Spain and the Hispanic world. 

Interviewees have been anonymized in most 

cases, but their names and institutional 

roles will be explicated when they are talking 

on behalf of their respective institutions 

and/or those roles are key to understand 

their statements.

2  The term “Hispanosphere” will be used to group all national cultures and communities that have Spanish as an official or 
national language, which includes the Hispanic/Latino community in the US.

What follows is organized into five sections: 

in the next one, Section 2, we will review 

the encompassing situation of Spain and 

Kosovo as part of the overall image that Bal-

kan culture projects in the Hispanosphere.2 

Following, in Section 3 we will deconstruct 

our target, Spanish speaking audiences, into 

three major groups: (a) Spain itself, (b) Latin 

American recognizers and non-recognizers 

which have relatively friendly relations with 

Kosovo, and (c) Latin American non-rec-

ognizers that present important political 

barriers to relations with Kosovo. The objec-

tive of this part is to identify some general 

patterns of how each group relates to Koso-

vo and which margins of actions Kosovar 

decision-makers can realistically activate. 

In Conclusions we will highlight some key 

aspects to take into consideration. Finally, 

Recommendations will address different 

target groups through an infographic.
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2The political context  
of non-recognitions 
from Spain and Spanish  
speaking countries

3  Vila Sarriá, P. & Demjaha, A., (2021) Kosovo and Spain at the EU level: a battle of semantics, Kosovo Research and Analysis 
Fellowship Series. At: https://kfos.org/storage/app/uploads/public/605/338/68a/60533868a57e9841303475.pdf. 

4  Gil, A. (2020) “España se sienta por primera vez con Kosovo en una cumbre de la UE tras pactar que se celebre sin sím-
bolos nacionales”, El Diario. At: https://www.eldiario.es/politica/espana-kosovo-ue-simbolos-nacionales_1_5968066.html 

5  Esteso Pérez, A., (2020) Do not boycott the Zagreb Summit because of Kosovo, Mr. Sánchez, Legal Political Studies. 
At:http://www.legalpoliticalstudies.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/DO-NOT-BOYCOTT-THE-ZAGREB-SUMMIT-BE-
CAUSE-OF-KOSOVO-MR.-S%C3%81NCHEZ-.pdf  

6  Armakolas, I. (2017). “Greece”. In J. Kerr-Lindsay and I. Armakolas -eds.-, Lack of Engagement? Surveying the Spectrum 
of EU Member State Policies Towards Kosovo (p. 29-34), Prishtina: KFOS.

Spain has opted for a rigid position that in 

some cases has even surpassed Serbia’s or 

Russia’s approach. In general, Spain’s posi-

tion has even reached the heart of the Euro-

pean Union itself, although in some cases it 

has softened its approach as “when signing 

the Stabilization and Association Agreement 

or the non-blocking of Council declarations 

pertaining to Kosovo”.3 In other cases, this 

attitude of the Spanish authorities was ex-

emplified when the then PM Mariano Rajoy 

abstained from the 2018 EU-WB in which 

not only Kosovo but also Serbia were pres-

ent. On the occasion of the 2020 EU-WB 

Summit held virtually, PM Pedro Sánchez 

attended, though his cabinet imposed as a 

condition that no national symbols should 

appear and that national leaders should be 

called by their name instead of their official 

function.4 As analyst Alejandro Esteso Pérez 

opined, the mere fact of attending this sum-

mit would, of course, in no way imply Spain’s 

recognition of Kosovo.5 On the contrary, at-

tendance at such events could be the main 

incentive to normalize situations and estab-

lish contacts that do not imply recognition, 

as other countries have done.

In several cases, Spain’s attitude towards 

Kosovo has been stressed as a remarkable 

case of aloofness and carelessness even in 

the context of EU non-recognizers. As a mat-

ter of fact, Greece’s efforts to engage with 

Kosovo has been demonstrated through 

several initiatives6, there had been frequent 

meetings between Slovak and Kosovar of-

https://kfos.org/storage/app/uploads/public/605/338/68a/60533868a57e9841303475.pdf
https://www.eldiario.es/politica/espana-kosovo-ue-simbolos-nacionales_1_5968066.html
http://www.legalpoliticalstudies.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/DO-NOT-BOYCOTT-THE-ZAGREB-SUMMIT-BECAUSE-OF-KOSOVO-MR.-S%C3%81NCHEZ-.pdf
http://www.legalpoliticalstudies.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/DO-NOT-BOYCOTT-THE-ZAGREB-SUMMIT-BECAUSE-OF-KOSOVO-MR.-S%C3%81NCHEZ-.pdf
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ficials7, and Romania is, even as of today, 

an important contributor in Kosovo’s inter-

national missions8. Though far from these 

three, Cyprus has established some chan-

nels of dialogue with Prishtina, especially 

between their respective civil societies9. 

This makes Spain the non-recognizing EU 

member that is least interested in engaging 

with Prishtina10, even though such a harsh 

attitude might soften moderately during the 

current Sánchez administration11.

Most analysts agree upon two main factors 

that might explain both Madrid’s non-recog-

nition and non-engagement: Spain’s inter-

nal issues with separatist movements and 

the Spanish leaders’ self-professed strict 

compliance with international law.12 Despite 

these hampering factors, we understand 

that there are other causes that either ex-

plain or support the alienating attitude to-

wards Kosovo, and to what extent these fac-

tors are culturally and strategically rooted.

Historically, Spain’s stance towards any kind 

of secession process has been quite strict 

when there is not an agreement between the 

parties involved. In line with this logic, Spain 

has recognized new states when there was 

unambiguous consensus in the international 

community, as in the case of South Sudan in 

2011. Even in cases in which the creation of 

newly independent states occurred without 

much international debate, like in the break-

7  Nić, M. (2017). “Slovakia”. In J. Ker-Lindsay and I. Armakolas -eds.-, op. cit. (35-40).
8  Ivan, P. (2017). “Romania”. In J. Ker-Lindsay and I. Armakolas -eds.-, op. cit. (p. 41-46).
9  Ioannides, I. (2017). “Cyprus”. In J. Ker-Lindsay and I. Armakolas -eds.-, op. cit. (47-50). 
10  Ferrero-Turrión, R. (2017). “Spain”, in J. Ker-Lindsay and I. Armakolas -eds.-, op. cit. (51-54).
11  Montoro, J. M. (2020) “The Kosovo shaped pebbled in Spain’s shoe”. Kosovo 2.0. At: https://kosovotwopointzero.com/en/

the-kosovo-shaped-pebble-in-spains-shoe/
12  Ferrero-Turrión, R. (2021) The consequences of state non-recognition: the cases of Spain and Kosovo, European Politics 

and Society, 22(3): 347-358. DOI: 10.1080/23745118.2020.1762958.
13  Ferrero-Turrión, R. (2021), op cit.
14  Ferrero-Turrión, R. (2021), op. cit. p. 4.
15  See the section “Croacia – Principales acuerdos económicos bilaterales” in the ICEX’s website, accessible here https://

www.icex.es/icex/es/navegacion-principal/todos-nuestros-servicios/informacion-de-mercados/paises/navega-
cion-principal/el-pais/relaciones-bilaterales/index.html?idPais=HR. 

up of Czechoslovakia or after the dissolution 

of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 

Spain has shown reluctance over recogniz-

ing immediately the brand-new states.13 In 

relation to the break-up of Yugoslavia, Spain 

changed its policy from “a strong position 

towards the historical events in Yugoslavia 

(…) to reactive positions regarding develop-

ments in the Balkans, including the adop-

tion of red lines in response to secessionist 

movements in the region, dissimilar to the 

position taken by the European Union”.14 

Evidence of this change of attitude could be 

found in the manner in which Spain inter-

acted with states that became independent 

after the break-up of Yugoslavia. Spain’s 

recognition of Bosnia-Herzegovina dates to 

1992 and, according to the Spanish Cham-

ber of Exports and Investments (ICEX), the 

first agreement signed between Spain and 

Croatia in relation to international road traf-

fic was signed in May 1995.15  On the con-

trary, the attitude of Spain toward Kosovo 

has been strict not only if compared to the 

relations that Spain holds with other former 

Yugoslav states, but also –and especially – if 

compared to the decisive role that Spain 

played as part of the NATO coalition during 

the Kosovo War. 

Apart from the purely political perspective, 

it is important to stress that culturally both 

Spain and Latin American have had few 

contacts with people either from Kosovo or 

https://kosovotwopointzero.com/en/the-kosovo-shaped-pebble-in-spains-shoe/
https://kosovotwopointzero.com/en/the-kosovo-shaped-pebble-in-spains-shoe/
https://doi.org/10.1080/23745118.2020.1762958
https://www.icex.es/icex/es/navegacion-principal/todos-nuestros-servicios/informacion-de-mercados/paises/navegacion-principal/el-pais/relaciones-bilaterales/index.html?idPais=HR
https://www.icex.es/icex/es/navegacion-principal/todos-nuestros-servicios/informacion-de-mercados/paises/navegacion-principal/el-pais/relaciones-bilaterales/index.html?idPais=HR
https://www.icex.es/icex/es/navegacion-principal/todos-nuestros-servicios/informacion-de-mercados/paises/navegacion-principal/el-pais/relaciones-bilaterales/index.html?idPais=HR
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of Albanian background. Differently to other 

parts of Europe and the US, Spain and Latin 

America have not been major destinations 

of Albanian migration waves in previous 

decades. On the contrary, during the first 

half of the 20th century, some countries in 

South America like Argentina, Uruguay and 

Chile have indeed received migrants from 

the wider Central and Eastern Europe. But 

these were mostly either people from Slavic 

speaking countries16 or members of minority 

communities escaping discrimination and 

genocide.17 Hence, the understanding of is-

sues related to Kosovo decrease significant-

ly among Latin American audiences, even 

when compared to that of Spain, as it will be 

illustrated in the next section.

16  Rajevic, A. (1983). Presencia yugoslava en Chile Revista Chilena de Humanidades 4: 109-116;  Radovich, J. C. -ed.- (2016) 
Etnicidad y migraciones en Argentina. Buenos Aires: Sociedad Argentina de Antropología; 

17  For example, Sephardic Jews and Roma people from the Balkans, Ashkenazi Jews from Central and Eastern Europe or 
Armenians from Anatolia.

Most analysts agree 
upon two main  
factors that might 
explain both Madrid’s  
non-recognition and 
non-engagement: 
Spain’s internal 
issues with separatist 
movements and the 
Spanish leaders’ 
self-professed strict 
compliance with 
international law.
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In general, Spain’s position has 
even reached the heart of the 

European Union itself, although 
in some cases it has softened 
its approach as “when signing 

the Stabilization and Association 
Agreement or the non-blocking 

of Council declarations 
pertaining to Kosovo
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3What’s in a language? 
Deconstructing Spanish 
speaking audiences

18  Fernández Vítores, D. (2020) El español: una lengua viva. Madrid, Instituto Cervantes. 
19  For our estimate add Spanish speakers from the following (2021 data): Hispanic communities in the United States (60 

million speakers), Colombia (49.8 million), Peru (31.1 million), Guatemala (16.6 million), Dominican Republic (10.7 million), 
El Salvador (6.4 million), Panama (4.25 million), Equatorial Guinea (1.1 million), Spaniards living in European countries that 
have recognised Kosovo (0.8 million), Spanish speakers in Canada, Australia, and New Zealand (0.5 million). All numbers 
are sourced on Fernández Vítores, D. (2020) op. cit.

20  It is estimated that in 2060 the United States will have the second most populous Spanish speaking community in the 
world, second only to Mexico, while 27.5% of its population will have Hispanic heritage. These facts are sourced from 
Fernández Vítores, D. (2020), op. cit. 

21  Fradd, S. H., T. D. Boswell (1996), Spanish as an Economic Resource in Metropolitan Miami. Bilingual Research Journal, 
20(2): 283-337. DOI: 10.1080/15235882.1996.10668631.

The Spanish speaking world extends to 586 

million people, if all native speakers, second 

language users and students are included.18 

Indeed, while Spain proper does not recog-

nize Kosovo, according to our calculations 

there are more than 185 million Spanish 

speakers in countries that recognize Koso-

vo.19 If in a global and digital world we can 

see Spanish speakers as a unified “market 

niche” with whom to engage with, it is im-

portant to state that Spain proper counts for 

only 47.7 million, while numbers of Spanish 

speakers outside Spain are significantly 

more appealing: the sum of two Latin Amer-

ican non-recognizers - Mexico and Argen-

tina- and other two recognizers - Colombia 

and Peru - reaches 250 million people, not 

to mention the fast-growing influence of 

the Hispanic community in the US which 

is currently estimated at 59 million people. 

Besides, it is not unthinkable that in the de-

cades to come Spain could lose its historical 

position as a key symbolic authority in terms 

of language, culture, and geopolitics in Latin 

America, given fast growth of the Hispanic 

community in the United States20, which 

result in important metropolitan areas like 

Miami becoming an economic and cultural 

hub for all Spanish-speakers.21 

Differently to other postcolonial contexts, 

like the British Commonwealth, or the Luso-

phone and Francophone in Africa, for over a 

century, Latin American cultures have sub-

stituted the centrality of the former colonial 

ruler, Spain, with the United States, whose 

world-leading role they either embrace or re-

sist. Moreover, US policies have directly im-

https://doi.org/10.1080/15235882.1996.10668631
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pacted Latin American politics, economies, 

societies, and popular culture. It is charac-

teristic that recognitions of Kosovo among 

Latin American nations tend to come from 

countries whose geopolitical affinities with 

the US are salient, such as Panama, Colom-

bia, Costa Rica, and Dominican Republic.22 

In contrast, Latin American non-recognizers 

tend to follow a different policy agenda, and 

this was particularly noticeable at the time 

of Kosovo’s declaration of independence in 

2008: the period coincided with the peak of 

the so-called Socialism of the 21st Century, 

in which left-wing governments, namely 

Hugo Chávez’s in Venezuela, Lula’s in Brasil, 

Evo Morales’ in Bolivia, Rafael Correa’s in 

Ecuador or Néstor Kirchner’s in Argentina, 

likened Latin American politics to a struggle 

against imperialism, neoliberalism and the 

dominance of the US and multinational cor-

porations in the region. 

Several Kosovar interviewees mentioned 

that Spain’s non-recognition is qualitatively 

different to that of Latin American countries. 

To begin with, some interviewees lament 

Spain’s non-recognition especially in light 

of Madrid’s key role during and after the 

Kosovo war, or even when remembering the 

participation of Albanian volunteers in the 

Republican side during the Spanish Civil 

War. In contrast, historical relations between 

the Western Balkans and Latin America have 

been non-existent, so Kosovar stakeholders 

unsurprisingly frame the latter countries’ 

non-recognition as a result of remoteness 

and cultural strangeness, which might in 

fact be reciprocal. 

22  Kos-Stanisic, L., D. Luša (2018), “Position of Latin America Towards Kosovo”. In D. Proroković, ed, Kosovo: Sui Generis or 
Precedent in International Relations, 239-259. Belgrade: Institute of International Politics and Economics.

Secondly, the possibility of changing the 

state of affairs with Spain, though not 

through formal recognition, offers Kosovars 

opportunities, differently to what happens 

with Latin American countries. If Spain 

were to lift travel restrictions for Kosovar 

passport holders, many people could fulfil 

their dream of visiting Spain for their first 

time, in the same way they have previously 

visited France, Britain, Germany or Italy and 

got familiar with their cultures. Moreover, 

Spain’s soft power is built upon images of 

seaside vacations, nightlife, hectic cities 

like Barcelona and Madrid, art museums, 

cultural events, sport clubs, and food and 

music, which are key domains of the touris-

tic consumption that particularly Kosovars 

cannot experience at present. While some 

Latin American countries may share some 

of these attributes, obstacles like the cost of 

travel, distance, safety, and unfamiliarity with 

the overall culture make Kosovars’ desires of 

travel and engagement less appealing. 

Thirdly, Kosovars can claim that with Span-

iards they have some common values and 

a shared agenda for the future by virtue of 

both being Europeans. This has been quite 

uncomfortable for the Spanish position 

during the last decade since no matter how 

uninterested Spain might be in all things 

related to Kosovo and the Western Balkans, 

they need to share table with their Kosovo 

counterparts on some occasions, like in the 

biannual EU-WB Summit or in sport and 

cultural competitions at the European level. 

In other words, Spanish institutions have 

real motives to reach a solution to Kosovo’s 

statehood because issues related to its 

non-recognition policy have postponed its 
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presence in the Western Balkans and have 

placed its foreign policy in an isolated group 

within the Euro-Atlantic partnership. This 

does not happen with most Latin American 

states whose diplomats seldom have to give 

explanations on whether they recognize 

Kosovo or not, elaborate diplomatic protocol 

that deal with the extraordinary presence 

of Kosovar delegations or defend a position 

on the issue when it emerges in multilateral 

fora. According to the current Ambassador 

of Kosovo in Panama, Heroina Telaku, the 

main challenge with Latin American officials 

is not to overcome non-recognition policies 

that hamper Kosovo’s image abroad, but to 

provide motives that encourage countries in 

the region to engage with Kosovo, consider-

ing the scarce historical, economic, cultural, 

and political interests in common. Ambas-

sador Telaku says that the lack of structural 

ties between Kosovo and Latin American 

countries makes her job a matter of com-

bining institutional approaches and friendly 

relations at a personal level, sometimes by 

reinforcing the “hidden” aspects that Kosovo 

and countries like Panama, Ecuador, Uru-

guay, or El Salvador have in common be-

cause they are all small countries.23 

Even though this paper does not aim to 

analyze in detail political relations between 

Kosovo and Latin American states,24 it is im-

portant to highlight that the motives behind 

Latin Americans’ policies towards Kosovo 

may vary significantly, especially when it 

comes to the reasons behind non-recog-

nition and non-engagement. In the case 

of Argentina, non-recognition is directly 

influenced by its claims of sovereignty over 

the Falkland Islands: if Argentina recognizes 

23  Interview with Mrs. Heroina Telaku, conducted via Zoom on December 29th, 2020.
24  For a reference in this matter, see Kos-Stanisic, L., D. Luša (2018), op. cit.

Kosovars can claim 
that with Spaniards 
they have some 
common values and 
a shared agenda for 
the future by virtue of 
both being Europeans. 
This has been quite 
uncomfortable for 
the Spanish position 
during the last decade 
since no matter how 
uninterested Spain 
might be in all things 
related to Kosovo and 
the Western Balkans, 
they need to share 
table with their Kosovo 
counterparts on some 
occasions, like in 
the biannual EU-WB 
Summit or in sport and 
cultural competitions at 
the European level. 
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Kosovo’s right to self-determination, then 

Falklanders would demand the same, or 

so the thinking in Buenos Aires goes. In 

Brazil, a comparative analysis of the dip-

lomatic responses to Kosovo’s declaration 

of independence in 2008 and to Russia’s 

annexation of Crimea in 2014 revealed that 

even though Brazil did not support either, 

it criticisms against Kosovo were stronger, 

which suggests that the geopolitical part-

nership with Russia was having bearing on 

the issue.25 Even among some Latin Ameri-

can recognizers, scholarly work remarks the 

geopolitical inconvenience of having taken 

such decision, as in the case of recognizer 

Peru, whose long-term economic orientation 

seems to be towards Russia and China.26 

In general terms, Latin American countries 

have opted for the least problematic deci-

sion in terms of geopolitical balances, which 

is not recognizing Kosovo and focusing their 

foreign policies in regions that offer them 

more incentives. 

25  Teles de Menezes, G. O. (2018) O Brasil e as questões do Kosovo e da Crimeia. NEIBA, 7:1-19.
26  Garcés Ávalos, G. A. (2016). El reconocimiento del Kosovo por el Perú. Implicancias para su política exterior desde una 

perspectiva multilateral. Master’s thesis to obtain degree in Diplomacy and International Relations. Lima: Academia 
Diplomática del Perú Javier Pérez del Cuellar.

27  For a detailed analysis of the Spain’s role in EU institutions, read Vila Sarriá, P., A. Demjaha (2021) op. cit. 
28  A recent example of this was the football match between Spain and Kosovo in Seville in March 2021 as part of UEFA 

qualifications for 2020 World Cup, which attracted a considerable amount of attention around Spain’s non-recognition. 
Some newscasters wondered whether Spanish authorities would permit this match to be played and in the surrounding 
days “Kosovo” was a trending topic in Twitter in Spain, where opinions were divided on the decision of the Spanish 
public broadcasting service (Radio Televisión Española) to put Kosovo’s FIFA code (KOS) in minor letters on screen and 
to obligate their journalist to address the rival as “Territory of Kosovo” or “the team of the Football Federation of Kosovo” 
instead of doing it by its actual name

29  Montoro, J. M. (2020) op cit.

Differently, Spain is slightly more concerned 

about Kosovo because its non-recognition 

and non-engagement policies clashes with 

some aspects of the European agenda27 and 

force Spain to prepare a series of protocols 

every time a Spanish delegation meets 

a Kosovar one.28 Instead, Latin American 

non-recognizers are not so hostile towards 

Kosovo because the country would hardly 

represent a pebble in their diplomatic shoes, 

as it is frequently the case with Spain.29 This 

kind of diplomatic awareness in Latin Amer-

ica paradoxically produces a fairer treatment 

to Kosovars. According to some interviewees 

from the cultural industries, Kosovar film-

makers have found several troubles to visit 

Spanish festivals, even when agreements of 

cooperation had been signed. This is not the 

case in Latin America, where even non-rec-

ognizers like Mexico and Ecuador have not 

been so reluctant to welcome Kosovar artists 

and even put in practice some agreements 

of collaboration.
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Thus, we propose to divide Spanish speaking countries in three different groups, as follows:

GROUP 1:

Spain

GROUP 2:

Latin American recognizers or non-recognizers 
with good relations. 

GROUP 3:

Latin American non-recognizers with 
important objections to Kosovo’s 
statehood

States 
involved

Spain Recognizers: Panama, Colombia, Peru, Costa 
Rica, Guatemala, El Salvador, Dominican Rep.
Non-recognizers with good relations and/or few 
diplomatic barriers: Ecuador, Chile, Paraguay, 
Uruguay, Mexico, Honduras.

Argentina, Paraguay, Bolivia, Cuba, 
Venezuela, Nicaragua, Cuba, Brazil30.
 

Possible 
cultural hubs

EU, neighboring Portugal in 
border areas (e.g. Galicia, 
province of Zamora). 

Panama, and possibly Puerto Rico or Miami, as 
part of its Hispanic communities in the US. 

Colombia and Peru for South 
America. Panama & US for Central 
America & Caribbean.

Diplomatic 
situation

Not recognizer, not 
engagement. High awareness 
of the situation and reluctant 
in international integration of 
Kosovo. 

Whether they recognize Kosovo or not, the 
WB is not a region of interest. They would 
hardly promote Kosovo’s causes abroad at an 
institutional level, but there are also few barriers 
to take part in activities.

They do not recognize Kosovo and 
show little cooperation to make a 
diplomatic move that would favor US 
foreign policies.

Awareness 
among 
general 
audiences

Interested in Kosovo if it 
has implications with issues 
related to Spain (Catalonian 
separatism, football, foreign 
policy)

Few interests in Kosovo: they do not have special 
incentives to strengthen relations. It might be far 
from their main concerns (US – Latin America 
relations). 

The knowledge about Kosovo is not sufficient 
even to produce derogative stereotypes that are 
recurrent in Western Europe, though Kosovo as a 
placename reminds them of the war. 

Depending on the political stance, 
Kosovo might be considered an exotic 
place like any other Balkan nation, 
or an artificial state sponsored by 
the US.

In cases like these, Kosovo’s 
participation in international events, 
like football championship, help 
normalize a vision of Kosovo as a 
“regular” country.

Main 
challenges 
in cultural 
sensemaking

(1) To disentangle the 
narrative “Kosovo is like 
Catalonia”, (2) to make them 
discuss over the Spanish 
position towards Kosovo, and 
(3) to explore alternative ways 
to get a better engagement 
while recognition is not 
granted.

(1) To make them help influence Latin American 
non-recognizers to soften protocols and enhance 
engagement in specific areas of mutual interest 
(film festivals, sports, tourism, social media 
content). (2) To help influence them to obtain 
recognition in those cases where a change is 
feasible.

(1) Targeted specifically to general 
audiences and not to authorities: 
attract their attention towards Kosovo 
by increasing awareness in Western 
Balkans affairs, so they can engage 
with Kosovo despite non-recognition 
and institutional unfriendliness; (2) To 
identify specific niches of audiences 
that may be eager to engage 
with Kosovo outside the political 
discussion.

Possible 
message 
to these 
audiences 

“Before starting a reflection 
over recognition, let’s give 
cognition a chance. Come 
and meet us! We will be 
helpful and hospitable to 
your people, no matter how 
Spain’s Government treats 
Kosovo.”

“You can help us show Kosovo to the world. 
We are grateful for your friendship and warm 
treatment. We want to strengthen our relations 
and increase engagement from both parts. That 
would be the next step in knowing each other”.

An additional message to “small” countries: “It’s 
understandable you don’t know us, because we 
are a young and small country, and for that exact 
reason we can understand perfectly if the world 
doesn’t know much about your country either. 
We probably have a lot in common. Let’s work 
together to promote our cultures”.

Targeted specifically to general 
audiences and not to authorities: 

“Kosovo has several hidden gems and 
secrets to offer. Forget about politics 
and focus on what really matters: 
people, history, experiences, your 
enjoyment. Get to know us, either by 
traveling to Kosovo or by discovering 
our culture in your home. We probably 
have more in common than what you 
believe”.

30  Even though Brazil is not a Spanish speaking, for this section is treated as such because, firstly, its geopolitical position needs to be understood 
under its affiliation to supranational Latin American bodies like MERCOSUR or UNASUR, and, secondly, imaginary around Spanishness in Koso-
vo also includes contents and cultural references from Brazil.
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If Argentina recognizes Kosovo’s  
right to self-determination, then 

Falklanders would demand the same, 
or so the thinking in Buenos Aires goes. 

In Brazil, a comparative analysis of 
the diplomatic responses to Kosovo’s 
declaration of independence in 2008 

and to Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 
2014 revealed that even though Brazil did 

not support either, it criticisms against 
Kosovo were stronger, which suggests that 
the geopolitical partnership with Russia  

was having bearing on the issue
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4Mapping cultural 
domains and initiatives

31  Interview with Professor Ruth Ferrero-Turrión, on May 3rd, 2020.
32  For example, UEFA in football, IOC in sports, the World Bank, the IMF, eventually EBU for Eurovision in some future.

The following typology has been created 

according to what interviewees highlight-

ed and it is based on evidence the authors 

collected during desk research. The design of 

its categories is flexible, and their content can 

still be a matter of discussion. The underlying 

premise is that Kosovo can, at least partially, 

mitigate the blockade of official diplomatic 

channels with innovative and sustainable 

strategies, with a long-term orientation, and 

aimed at setting successful precedents.

a. State diplomacy
Diplomatic missions and representatives 

are crucial for increasing engagement with 

Spanish speaking stakeholders in the highest 

institutional level, considering that non-recog-

nition impedes negotiations or dialogue. The 

obstructive attitude of the Spanish institu-

tions, however, has been softened in the last 

years and some specialists announce that the 

current administration led by Pedro Sánchez 

aims at playing a more decisive role in the 

Western Balkans by offering some “symbolic 

gestures” to Kosovar institutions,31 as long as 

those gestures cannot be interpreted as sig-

nals of a forthcoming recognition. 

In that context, it would be wise for Kosovar 

policy makers and analysts to deliver a dis-

passionate, thorough, and context-based ap-

proach every time that Spain drafts a protocol 

that deals with the presence of Kosovo’s na-

tional symbols. As encounters between Spain 

and Kosovar delegations become more fre-

quent (for example, in the EU-WB Summit or 

during the 2022 World Cup qualifiers), Span-

ish authorities need to make their non-rec-

ognition of Kosovo compatible with their 

participation in international organizations in 

which Kosovo is a full member. In cases where 

the international governing body cannot hold 

an organic position regarding Kosovo –for 

example, the European Union, which does not 

recognize states– Spain has more legitimacy 

to highlight its position of non-recognition. 

However, in cases in which the governing 

body has already taken a position of admitting 

Kosovo as a full member,32 Spain is compelled 
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to cope with such institutional membership. 

On that regard, it is important to adjust the 

discourse depending on which institution is 

acting on the Spanish side. While Spanish 

public authorities need to emphasize their 

non-recognition, the Spanish branches of the 

international governing bodies, on the con-

trary, need to provide Kosovo a fair treatment 

as an equal member.33.

With regards to other Spanish speaking coun-

tries, opportunities to structurally boost rela-

tions among diplomats are scarce given the 

divergent interests and agendas. Though, the 

Embassy of Kosovo in Panama periodically 

sets meetings with officials of Latin American 

recognizers. Lately, Kosovo has examined the 

possibility of opening a second delegation in 

Latin America by setting up an Embassy in 

Colombia, which would complement its activi-

ties in the Spanish speaking Americas. 

b. Non-state politics
Apart from diplomacy and politics at a nation-

al level, different levels of governance could 

be worth exploring for Kosovar stakeholders 

as part of their attempts to improve engage-

ment with Spain and, to a lesser extent, with 

other Spanish speaking countries. 

If treating Kosovo as a state hampers relations 

with Spanish authorities and provokes dis-

tance across the Spanish political spectrum, a 

possible way would be to explore agreements 

and gradual advances at the subnational level. 

33  By writing Kosovo’s name in minor letters, discouraging and/or forbidding sporting commentators to pronounce the 
Republic’s name, attending official meetings under the condition that no names nor flags will be present, or treating 
Kosovo’s anthem as “the song provided by the Federation”, the Spanish official protocols are offensive to Kosovo. On 
that sense, Spanish official could repeat what the former Foreign Minister Arancha González Laya warned once the 
fixture determined the football match between Spain and Kosovo: rules of participation and admission to international 
competitions are not defined by Spanish authorities, then, the fact of welcoming a Kosovar delegation and treating it 
as any other member do not imply an official recognition from Spain but the fulfilment of an institutional requirement. 
Including a disclaimer like that should be a good point of encounter, something that Kosovo can claim, and Spain must 
accept, whereas there is no an agreement over recognition.  

In the latter Spanish political actors can spare 

the discussion of Kosovo’s statehood and the 

feared analogies to Catalonia. The administra-

tive division of Spain is based on three levels 

of subnational entities: autonomous commu-

nities, provinces, and municipalities. While 

provinces are important mainly for purposes 

related to census and electoral distribution, 

autonomous communities and municipalities 

do have some competences degree and they 

can promote and activate institutional part-

nerships with international actors. 

Concerning approaching autonomous com-

munities, Kosovar stakeholders need to be 

particularly careful about whom they are 

talking to. In the current political constella-

tion, the main problem when dealing with 

Spanish parties that govern some autono-

mous communities is to establish whether 

some displays of affection and solidarity from 

these parties are beneficial to Kosovo in the 

long term or not. At the moment, non-Spanish 

nationalist parties govern with an absolute 

majority in Catalonia and the Basque Country, 

in coalition with non-nationalist parties in 

the Valencian Community and Navarre and 

they are the strongest opposition party in 

Galicia. The main theme running through the 

narratives of these nationalist parties is to 

question the centrality of Spanish identity as 

a dominant national identity. In some cases, 

this theme blends with the political demand 

of a right for self-determination, which is 

not granted in the current Constitution of 

Spain. Predictably, if Kosovar stakeholders 
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aim to approach subnational entities like the 

autonomous governments in Catalonia or 

the Basque Country, they will be warmly wel-

comed because, as researcher Pol Vila Sarriá 

has demonstrated34, these parties are the only 

ones that politically and discursively benefit 

from comparing their struggle to Kosovo’s and 

current Spain to Milosevic’s Yugoslavia. Logi-

cally, any association with that narrative would 

jeopardize Kosovo’s aspirations to engage with 

Spanish authorities at a national level. 

On the other hand, the level of administration 

of municipalities offers Kosovo a stage in 

which mentions to statehood are relatively 

easy to avoid. Thus, this level offers a more 

viable opportunity for engagement. For ex-

ample, if a Kosovar municipality signs a city 

twinning agreement with some Spanish mu-

nicipality, common denominators ought to be 

stressed and signed agreements would not 

need to deal with the obstacle of recognition. 

This offers both Spain and Kosovo several 

benefits. Firstly, if Spanish officers expect a 

gradual and secure approach towards Koso-

vo and the Western Balkans, working on the 

lowest level of public administration -cities 

and municipalities- could be framed as a kind 

of “diplomatic lab”, which means that Spanish 

authorities could oversee better eventual neg-

atives consequences in public opinion. Sec-

ondly, municipal administrations tend to focus 

on the management of local affairs, which 

means that engagement with Kosovo could 

also be politically justifiable from a technical 

aspect: knowledge transfer, celebration of a 

shared heritage, collaborations in culture and 

infrastructure, etc. Thirdly, if Spain’s Kosovo 

policy partially derives from its geopolitical 

positioning as a stronger Western nation that 

34  Vila Sarria, P. (2019) “The Kosovo Question in Spanish Domestic Politics: A View from Catalonia”. In I. Armakolas, 
A. Demjaha, A. Elbasani, S. Schwander-Sievers, eds., Local and International Determinants of Kosovo’s Statehood. 
Prishtina: Kosovo Foundation for Open Society.

finds no incentive to engage with Prishtina, 

in city relations this asymmetrical positions 

could be reversed. For instance, if Spanish big 

cities like Madrid, Barcelona or Seville are not 

interested in investing efforts to strengthen 

relations with Prishtina, lesser active and pe-

ripheral medieval cities like Sigüenza (Castile 

La Mancha), Peñafiel (Castile and Leon) or 

even Lugo (Galicia) could see an agreement 

with a historic town like Prizren as beneficial 

for branding purposes. Both sides would have 

something in common like being heritage 

cities, and the Spanish town could see such 

initiatives as a means to boost its touristic 

attractions or join an international network of 

historic landmarks.  

c. Sports, arts, and culture
Soft power has been identified by several 

interviewees as the preferred strategy of Koso-

var foreign policies to gain recognition and 

international visibility.

In sports, Kosovo is integrated into inter-

national governing bodies by being a full 

member of at least 25 world federations, a 

provisional member or observer of 4 world 

federations and a full member in 16 Europe-

an federations. The admission of Kosovo to 

the International Olympic Committee (IOC) 

in 2014 and to the Fédération Internationale 

de Football Association (FIFA) in 2016 gave 

visibility to its international presence and put 

Kosovo and Spain in a situation of unavoid-

able interaction. Moreover, the impressive 

enlargement of these international organiza-

tions in the last decades by including national 

representatives of almost all members in the 

world of nations makes Kosovo’s presence 
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in their competitions a pragmatic instance in 

which its statehood is taken for granted re-

gardless of whether states recognize it or not. 

In other words, as researcher Loïc Tregoures 

affirms in relation to Kosovo’s efforts in sport 

diplomacy, “you play, therefore you exist”.35 

Furthermore, if the key challenge is not to get 

recognition but to achieve engagement, then 

sports also provide the limited number of prec-

edents of Kosovo and Spain direct encounters. 

Back in 2018, Kosovar karate fighters were 

denied a visa to compete in Spain.36 When the 

two countries’ football teams played less than 

three years after in March 2021, the most neg-

ative element entailed the display of Kosovar 

national symbols in the Spanish public broad-

casting service. Hence, a lot of work still needs 

to be done to ensure Kosovo a fairer treatment, 

but the progress is remarkable.

Sports, and particularly football, constitute 

a very influential and profitable angle of the 

entertainment industry. However, not all cre-

ative industries enjoy the same advantages to 

travel to Spain as part of a Kosovar delegation. 

Smaller scale instances of collaboration, like 

for example non-fiction film festivals, have 

been neglected.37 Indeed, one of the organizers 

of Dokufest festival stated that he has travelled 

to Tuy (Galicia), a Spanish city bordering Portu-

gal, in a personal capacity since he holds dual 

35  Tregoures, L. (2001) “Sport and Diplomacy” in Online Conference Sport Diplomacy and Its Role on Promoting the State-
hood of Kosovo, 6th September. For a deepen analysis of Kosovo’s sport diplomacy, read Brentin, D., L. Tregoures (2016) 
Entering Through the Sport’s Door? Kosovo’s Sport Diplomactic Endeavours Towards International Recognition, Diplo-
macy & Statecraft, 27(2): 360-378. DOI: 10.1080/09592296.2016.1169799. 

36  Morgan, L. (2018) “Kosovo refused permission to compete under own flag at Karate World Championships by Spanish 
Government”, Inside the Games. At:  https://www.insidethegames.biz/articles/1071912/kosovo-refused-permission-to-
compete-under-own-flag-at-karate-world-championships-by-spanish-government 

37  The Prizren Festival ‘DokuFest’ and the ‘Play-Doc’ Festival in Tuy, Galicia, have signed an agreement of collaboration, but they 
postponed its enforcement because Kosovar filmmakers cannot travel to Spain. In the same way, Dokufest also signed an 
agreement with the Punto de Vista Festival, but it could not be successfully put in practice so far. See Selimi, P. (2014) This Is 
How We Do Soft Power: A Practical Guidebook in Public and Digital Diplomacy of a Small Republic. Prishtina: MFA Kosovo.

38  Mostly in comparison with the Tosk dialect from southern Albania, which was standardized as the modern literary Alba-
nian language. See Canaj, K. (2020) Language Policy and Language Planning in Kosova, International Journal of Teach-
ing, 8(2): 35-52.

39  This kind of discourses are not systematically collected, but they became frequent in a series of informal conversations 
and interviews. 

citizenship, but he considered that any accept-

able solution needs to lift this ban to Kosovar 

artists. Similarly, if the integration of Kosovo in 

sports federations gives it a tacit admission as 

a state, its non-integration in cultural musical 

events, like for example Eurovision, which are 

symbolically arranged by the same of logic, 

contests the same success.

Furthermore, the (Kosovo) Albanian diaspora 

in Europe and the US produces a tremendous 

number of pop singers and songwriters in 

the contemporary musical industry, who may 

attract the attention of Spanish audiences, 

especially outside Spain. Artists and perform-

ers, like, among others, Dua Lipa, Rita Ora, Era 

Istrefi or Njomza Vitia, make up a stunning 

list of talented cultural exports. When one 

asks how a peripheral and small country like 

Kosovo was able to produce such successful 

artists in the global stage, popular discourses 

across the Albanoscape reproduce the com-

mon belief that the Gheg dialect of Albanian 

language38, which is used in northern Albanian 

and Kosovo, is “better equipped to adapt itself 

for urban slang and pop/rap lyrics, because it 

is bad spoken”.39 This perspective is of course 

superficial since it does not explain why a dia-

lect variation in a language like Albanian could 

produce a global phenomenon, considering 

that lyrics are written and sung in English. 

https://www.insidethegames.biz/articles/1071912/kosovo-refused-permission-to-compete-under-own-flag-at-karate-world-championships-by-spanish-government
https://www.insidethegames.biz/articles/1071912/kosovo-refused-permission-to-compete-under-own-flag-at-karate-world-championships-by-spanish-government
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However, as any linguistic ideology40, this 

belief informs us on which stereotypes and 

social representations are manifested within 

a given social imaginary: if the Balkans project 

the image of the “barbarian” in the West41, 

Kosovar society is often perceived as being 

more informal, pre-modern, mysterious, and 

dangerous than that of their neighbors, even 

within the Balkans.42 These images, which 

surely are derogative and disempowering in 

many regards43, in the cultural sphere can be 

reframed as part of the transnational universe 

of urban subcultures, arranged by values like 

bravery, cunning, youth, and creativity. 

Curiously, when one looks carefully at how 

Latin American cultural production is symbol-

ically placed vis-á-vis Spain, the parallels are 

evident: Spain represents the rigid, academic 

and lineal version of the Hispanosphere, while 

Latin American cultures provide images of fan-

tasy, improvisation, skillfulness and thinking 

out of the box. Not surprisingly, at the global 

level, many pop singers with Kosovo Albanian 

origins collaborated with musicians with Latin 

American background like Ariana Grande or 

Selena Gómez and many contemporary music 

written in Albanian include words and phrases 

in Spanish. If not politically aware, Latin Amer-

40  See Schieffelin, B. B., K. A. Woolard, P. Kroskrity, eds., (1998) Language Ideologies. Practice and Theory. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press. See also Verschueren, J. (2011) Ideology in language use: Pragmatic guidelines for empirical research. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

41  Todorova, M. (1997). Imagining the Balkans. Oxford, Oxford University Press. 
42  This aspect can be found in the proliferation of films and books based on the Kanun, or in the media coverage dealing 

with the stereotype of Albanian mafias. For some reading about the imaginary of Kosovo/Albania and (Kosovo) Alba-
nian diasporas in the West. See Schwandner-Sievers, S. (2008), Albanians, Albanianism and the strategic subversion 
of stereotypes, Anthropological Notebooks, 14(2): 47-64. See also Drosopoulos, M. (2019). Kosovar Students in Greece: 
Challenging and Changing Stereotypes. In: I. Armakolas, A. Demjaha, A. Elbasani and S. Schwandner-Sievers, eds., op. 
cit., 199-238.

43  Reka, S. (2011) An investigation into the image of Kosovo as a tourism destination. Regional Science Conference, Peja.
44  Several studies reflect on how cultures are discursively divided as being more rigid or more flexible in Europe and the 

global world. For a theoretical framework, see Lotman, J, B. Uspensky (1975), Tipologie della cultura. Milan: Bompiani. 
For a quantitative point of view, see Hofstede, G. (2003). Culture’s Consequences. New York: SAGE. For an analysis that 
focuses on the North/South divide, see Leerssen, J. (2006). National Thought in Europe. A Cultural History. Amsterdam: 
Amsterdam University Press.

45  See Paca, D. (2015). “’Schatzi’: Making Meaning of Diaspora”. JOMEC Journal. Cardiff University Press.  For an analysis 
of the Kosovo – Spain empathies, see Montoro, J. (2021). “Imaginaries and Media Consumptions of Otherness in Koso-
vo: Memories of the Spanish Civil War, Latin American Telenovelas and Spanish Football”. In I. Armakolas, A. Demjaha, 
A. Elbasani and S. Schwandner-Sievers, eds. Local and International Determinants of Kosovo’s Statehood – Volume II. 
Prishtina: KFOS. 

ican audiences and stakeholders could find 

something of value in learning that Kosovo, in 

Southeastern Europe, stands for some similar 

values to those that Latin America represents 

within the Spanish speaking world. This might 

be important especially when considering that 

in some contexts related to culture and cre-

ative industries, like arts, music, gastronomy, 

and even sports, values related to flexibility, 

openness, and skillfulness are positively val-

ued, and differently to political, financial, and 

corporate settings where the same values tend 

to be negative, since formality and planning 

are preferred.44 Interestingly, for some time 

Kosovars expected such an empathy from 

the Spaniards themselves since, contrary to 

northern European countries like Germany or 

Austria, “southern” cultures are perceived as 

being more relaxed.45

d. Tourism & Hospitality
A clear evidence of how unequal relations be-

tween Kosovo and Spain is the fact that Koso-

vars cannot travel to Spain, while Spaniards 

have little or no restrictions to travel to Kosovo. 

Kosovar travelers are refused entry into Spain 

even when hold a valid Schengen zone visa. 

Such restrictions for Kosovars are not applied 
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by other European non-recognizers. Whether 

accessing to a Schengen visa or not, our inter-

viewees insisted that restrictions to visit some 

Latin American non-recognizers, like Ecuador 

or Mexico, are not considerable. 

On the other hand, the fact that Spaniards 

and Spanish speaking visitors can travel to 

Kosovo makes evident this gap in their sym-

bolical hierarchies. The average Spaniards 

who show no interest in engaging with Kosovo 

or even oppose to its statehood normally 

change their mind once they visit the country 

and empathize with its population. Their ex-

pectations before arrival are negative because 

they expect instability or hostilities on the 

basis of Spain’s policy of non-recognition. But 

of course they encounter none of that. On the 

contrary, these visitors find many Kosovars 

eager to get involved with Spain and speak 

Spanish fluently. According to the accounts 

of Spaniards living in Kosovo, in their everyday 

interactions, when the issue of non-recogni-

tion comes to the conversation, Kosovars feel 

disappointment but not resentment. 

By the time of writing this paper, it is yet early 

to determine how the effects of the COVID-19 

and its consequent economic crisis will in 

the coming years impact what was a fast-ex-

panding trend of Spanish speaking travelers 

to include Kosovo in their Balkan tours. For 

many, Kosovo was seen as a low-budget des-

tination, with friendly people, hectic nightlife, 

cozy restaurants and cafés, outstanding na-

ture, and an insightful encounter of cultures 

and civilizations which resulted in historic 

46  A notable precedent of this kind of initiatives was already created in November 2019, when the England football team arrived 
to Prishtina to play a match against Kosovo. The English team and its fans received great displays of affect, love and gratitude 
for the role that the United Kingdom played during the Kosovo war. The match itself was framed in media discourses not as a 
competing activity, in which two rivals contest face to face in a field, but as a remake of a lasting friendship between Kosovo and 
the UK. Indeed, in these days the photo of an English soldier playing football with a Kosovar child became viral in social media, 
clearly highlighting the friendship between the two nations. See Weizman, J. (2019) “For Kosovo, England Match More than Just 
Football”, Balkan Insight. At: https://balkaninsight.com/2019/11/15/for-kosovo-england-match-more-than-just-football/ 

landmarks and architectural heritage. In that 

regard, the empirical experience of Spanish 

speaking visitors supports the argument that 

Kosovo is a country as any other. As a result, 

the stereotypical image of Kosovo as an in-

existent entity for some, and a violent and 

obscure destination for others is seriously 

undermined. In addition, the fact that Kosovo 

was still, before COVID, a “hidden gem” in 

touristic routes enables visitors to have a plus 

in their travel experiences in comparison with 

other tourists who prefer better known and 

commercialised destinations. 

Balkan societies in general –and Kosovo in 

particular– are recognized as warm, hospita-

ble, and incredibly friendly with the stranger. 

In many interviews, this fact was highlighted 

as the most important domain of Kosovo and 

the preferred asset that they, as Kosovars, 

would tell Spaniards if they want to know 

more about Kosovo. In location branding 

strategies the problem with this cultural asset 

is double: on the one hand, there is a kind of 

symbolic “inflation” of hospitality attributes, 

since no nation would deny these set of val-

ues, no matter how hospitable their societies 

actually are. As a result, hospitality as a com-

petitive advantage needs to go beyond words 

and needs to be grounded with strong evi-

dence and powerful images in touristic dis-

courses. Secondly, as hospitality is an intan-

gible asset that belongs to peoples’ charisma 

and character, the problem remains on how 

to display it in a way that becomes related to 

Kosovar identity as a whole and not to individ-

ual people whom the traveler encountered.46 

https://balkaninsight.com/2019/11/15/for-kosovo-england-match-more-than-just-football/
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e. Media & Internet

Kosovo can also interact with Spanish 

speaking audiences in the context of digital 

forms, maps, and standardized codes. For a 

country with limited recognition, this issue 

is critical since several non-public lists can 

either include or exclude the nation in their 

forms and databases. If in domestic issues, 

the banal nationalism that is represented by 

the “flag that goes unnoticed in the public 

building” normalizes the very existence of a 

nation state47, in international discourses the 

inclusion or exclusion in such inventories can 

encourage or discourage the engagement 

with Kosovo. 

In that regard, the Government of Kosovo 

launched in 2012 the “Digital Diplomacy Strat-

egy” which earned an important recognition 

in international media outlets. Additionally, 

the portal DigitalKosovo.org, founded by en-

trepreneur Kushtrim Xhakli, managed to make 

companies like Microsoft or Alibaba to feature 

Kosovo in their lists. Similarly, popular celeb-

rities like Dual Lipa or Rita Ora endorsed a 

social media campaign that to called on Apple 

and Google to include Kosovo in their maps.48 

With regards to relations with the Hispano-

sphere, this kind of digital diplomacy can 

be adapted to the Spanish speaking market 

as well. Indeed, the impossibility of travel, 

either due to passport restrictions or to the 

pandemic, can be discursively used as an 

argument to promote digital engagement with 

Spaniards and Latin Americans at a human 

level. Furthermore, Kosovar stakeholders can 

47  Billig, M. (1995) Banal Nationalism, London: SAGE.
48  Finnis, A. (2020) “Dua Lipa Kosovo row: Why the singer’s ‘Greater Albania’ tweer caused controversy – and the 

Apple Maps petition explained”, iNews. At: https://inews.co.uk/news/world/dua-lipa-kosovo-greater-albania-koso-
vo-tweet-apple-maps-petition-explained-559411 

49  See the report in the Kosovo Agency of Statistics’ website, available here: https://ask.rks-gov.net/media/5987/koso-
vo-international-trade-statistics-march-2021.pdf 

reach Spanish speaking audiences through 

digital marketing if they plan to do so, some-

thing that they cannot do through personal 

encounters.

f. Business & Investments
According to a report by the Kosovo Agency 

of Statistics on International Trade published 

in March 2021,49 Kosovar exports to Spain 

count for the 0.1% of its total exports, which 

places Spain nearly at the bottom of the list of 

Kosovo’s business partner in the EU, second 

only to Ireland which is last in the list. Even 

exports to Spain fell by 32% in comparison 

to 2020. The only other Spanish speaking 

country included in the list of trading partners 

is Mexico, whose trade volume with Kosovo is 

lower than the 0.1% of its exports to the Amer-

icas. From the point of view of Kosovar busi-

ness establishment in Spain or Latin America, 

the possibilities for future development seem 

marginal. People in Kosovo who have partic-

ipated in trade missions in Spain and were 

interviewed by the authors of this paper state 

that without a political solution this market 

will remain unreachable for Kosovar busi-

nesses and companies.

However, commercial exchanges between 

Spaniards and Kosovars are negligible but 

not inexistent. Imports from Spain represent 

the 0.7% of total imports of Kosovo, surpass-

ing those from some EU recognizers like Bel-

gium, Denmark, Ireland, and Sweden. Latin 

America also plays a modest role in Kosovo’s 

trade: Imports from Brazil and Mexico roughly 

makes up the 1% of Kosovo’s total imports. 

Spanish imports focus on textile due to the 

https://inews.co.uk/news/world/dua-lipa-kosovo-greater-albania-kosovo-tweet-apple-maps-petition-explained-559411
https://inews.co.uk/news/world/dua-lipa-kosovo-greater-albania-kosovo-tweet-apple-maps-petition-explained-559411
https://ask.rks-gov.net/media/5987/kosovo-international-trade-statistics-march-2021.pdf
https://ask.rks-gov.net/media/5987/kosovo-international-trade-statistics-march-2021.pdf
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presence of multinationals like Mango and 

Zara, but also other Latin American compa-

nies arrived at Kosovo from other sectors like 

food industry, car manufacturers, ceramics, 

and glassware. Moreover, eateries, restaurants 

and dancing clubs themed under Hispanic or 

Latin American styles are also present in dif-

ferent places throughout Kosovo. Though not 

all of them are managed by people with His-

panic backgrounds, the fact that they found a 

market niche proves that many Kosovars fos-

ter cultural consumption around Spanishness 

and Latin-Americanness. 

g. Education & Language
University exchange study programs are an 

area in which Kosovar and Spanish/Latin 

American institutions can work together in the 

coming years. Some agreements and advanc-

es in this line have been made recently, for 

example with the University of Valladolid and 

the University of Santiago de Compostela50, 

although it is unknown whether these agree-

ments have so far been implemented or not, 

because restrictions over visas make these 

opportunities available only to Kosovar stu-

dents who have a second citizenship. As with 

city-to-city rapprochement, university-to-uni-

versity agreements allow Spanish universities 

to avoid the question of Kosovo’s recognition, 

while they can bring direct benefits to the 

institutional actors directly involved. As not-

ed above, cooperation with strategic Latin 

American partners in education is likely to 

face fewer political barriers resulting from the 

recognition situation, but more pragmatic bar-

riers to become viable, due to distance, travel 

50  The news was published by the Universum College in its website, but no further news appeared in those respective 
Spanish universities. It is available here in Albanian language only: https://www.universum-ks.org/sq/spanja-apro-
von-bursat-per-studime-per-studentet-e-kolegjit-universum/ 

51  See Salguero Ortiz, M. M. (2017), “Enseñar español en Kosovo: el reto del conocimiento”. In M. C. Méndez Santos, M. 
Galindo Merino, eds., Atlas de ELE: Geolingüística de la enseñanza del español en el mundo, Madrid: EnClaveELE

costs and differences in academic programs. 

Similarly, stakeholders interested in Kosovo 

could trace and identify the International 

Relations offices of the many Latin American 

universities to assess this possibility. 

When it comes to the teaching of Spanish 

language, Prishtina neither has a campus of 

the Cervantes Institute, like in Belgrade or 

Athens, nor university chairs for Spanish, like 

in Skopje, Sarajevo, Tirana, Zadar, or Zagreb. 

The experiences of Spanish language teach-

ing have mostly been isolated or to be found 

in ad hoc solutions, such as private teaching 

centers.51 If some stakeholder plans to expand 

this teaching towards Kosovar citizens, then 

the problem lies in the incentives behind 

language study: several Kosovar students may 

get frustrated once their enhanced knowledge 

and skills about Spain and Spanish speaking 

cultures is confronted with an unchanging 

political situation that prevents them from 

traveling to Spain. For this reason, online lan-

guage learning combined with online intercul-

tural experiences might have some impact in 

overcoming this problematic situation. 

h. Civil Society & 
International Organizations

Lastly, if bilateral roads to Spain and Spanish 

speaking countries are difficult because of 

the lack of political and cultural stimuli, the 

international/transnational scenarios were 

Kosovo and the Spanish speaking world co-

incide might provide some opportunities of 

contact. In that line, one of the aspects that 

https://www.universum-ks.org/sq/spanja-aprovon-bursat-per-studime-per-studentet-e-kolegjit-universum/
https://www.universum-ks.org/sq/spanja-aprovon-bursat-per-studime-per-studentet-e-kolegjit-universum/
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Kosovar stakeholders could stress as partic-

ularly characteristic feature of their country is 

its links to European institutions, multilateral 

organisations (OSCE, NATO, UNMIK, etc.) and 

civil society organizations. All these are to poli-

cy questions such as women’s rights, intereth-

nic relations, and reconciliation, fight against 

corruption, or the establishment of legal and 

institutional mechanisms to strengthen Koso-

vo’s statehood. 

Kosovo is a very attractive place for early-ca-

reer professionals wishing to build a career 

around questions of European governance 

mechanisms, inter-ethnic conflict, peace-

building and, more broadly, international rela-

tions. It is no coincidence that most Spanish 

speaking people living in Kosovo are involved 

in international organizations or civil society 

foundations. Degrees in international rela-

tions, political science and related fields from 

Spanish and Latin American universities offer 

opportunities for international careers, de-

spite the less-than-optimal employment rates. 

But because of the latter difficulties, it is pos-

sible to have both the vocation of having a be-

ginner’s work experiences in a new and chal-

lenging environment and the real possibility 

of establishing the first steps of a successful 

international career in a place like Kosovo. In 

this way, the job and life satisfaction of Span-

ish speaking people employed and living in 

Kosovo, whom we have interviewed for this 

paper, offers Kosovo an advantage and an 

opportunity to build a positive image among 

Spanish speaking professionals, who will later 

become cultural and political bridge-makers 

between the Balkan country and the His-

panosphere. This does not mean that Kosovo 

should proactively brand itself as an ideal 

place for Westerners to do fieldwork and get 

employed to the detriment of Kosovar citizens, 

but to acknowledge that its international 

atmosphere added to the acquired expertise 

in the topics abovementioned throughout 

the last two decade can place Kosovo as an 

emergent benchmark among specialized pro-

fessionals, no matter how far they come from.

Complementarily, other lines of action might 

include to support initiatives that explicitly 

frame relations between Kosovo and the 

Spanish speaking world under international 

or transnational settings. Notable examples of 

this are to be found on the stories of mutual 

solidarity linked to military memories, like the 

participation of Albanian soldiers in the Span-

ish Civil War or the role of the Spanish con-

tingent of KFOR in Istok; or activities linking 

Kosovar diasporas and Spanish/Latin Ameri-

can diasporas in third countries, like Germany 

or Switzerland. 
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Conclusions 
The reasons explaining the lack of engage-

ment between Kosovo and Spain / Latin 

America lie beyond the question of diplo-

matic non-recognition. Indeed, the scarce 

historical ties between the two cultural 

units, but also the Spanish speaking world’s 

lack of familiarity with symbols and features 

of Eastern Europe support and justify the 

existing unfriendly attitudes towards Kosovo. 

In the case of Spain, the issue is politically 

sensitive, thus socially relevant but institu-

tionally blocked, while in the case of Latin 

American stakeholders these attitudes are 

expressed as unawareness and exoticism. 

If Kosovar society would respond to such 

positioning with a correspondent feeling of 

carelessness, then the inevitable outcome 

would be the lack of any considerable ef-

fort to connect Kosovo with the Spanish 

speaking world. However, as Kosovo public 

opinion and institutional decision-makers 

consider the Spanish speaking world a stra-

tegic area in their future development and 

cultural affinities, it is important to explore 

what can be done with an innovative and 

wide outlook.

As a first step, it would be important to 

group the Spanish speaking audiences on 

the basis of the three levels outlined above 

and then adapt a proper ‘pitch’ for each 

relevant segment. If obtaining diplomatic 

recognition is difficult without any consid-

erable advances in the dialogues with Bel-

grade, then objectives should address how 

to catalyze Kosovo’s soft power vis-à-vis the 

Spanish speaking world, how to promote 

Kosovo as a place where specifically Span-

ish speakers may discover new experiences 

and friendly people, and how to explore dif-

ferent areas in which Kosovo’s stakeholder 

might achieve gradual advances. As a matter 

of fact, whenever recognition from Spain or 

Latin American non-recognizers come, the 

relations between Kosovo and the Spanish 

speaking world will be much stronger if such 

initiatives have been tried in advance and at 

the earliest possible.
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Recommendations
In the attached infographic (Fig. 1) we pro-

pose a series of initiatives to be attempted 

following the same eight areas of inter-

vention in the fashion of a metro map. As 

it should be noted, initiatives (marked as 

“stations”) may belong to more than one “line” 

and are sketched according to a principle by 

which, starting from the center, they escalate 

to more formal and institutional levels. 

The result is three levels, which we could 

understand as “zone” or “tariffs”: (1) Zone 

1: cultural literacy, implies that efforts are 

focused on improving the acknowledgement 

of Kosovo by Spanish speaking audiences 

(what do they need to know); (2) Zone 2: 

interpersonal experiences aim at fostering 

contacts and peer-to-peer exchanges be-

tween people from both backgrounds (what 

do they need to live), and (3) Zone 3: political 

decision-making spins around which institu-

tional decisions can change situations (what 

do they need to make).    
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In the same manner, the most suitable target of each group of initiatives/recommendations should be the follow-

ing:

Area of initiative Main audiences (in Kosovo) Main objective

State Diplomacy Diplomats, IR practitioners, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Get recognitions and/or 
improve engagement with 
non-recognizers

Sports, Arts and Culture Sporting and cultural federations; 
Cultural industries and managers; 
Ministry of Culture, Youth and 
Sports.

Position Kosovo as a culture 
worth-exploring

Business & Investments Chambers of Commerce, private 
companies, Ministry of Trade, 
Entrepreneurship, and Industry

Unblock the Spanish 
speaking markets for 
Kosovar companies and 
consumers

Civil Society & International 
Organizations

EU decision-makers, leaders from 
civil society.

Frame engagement between 
Kosovo and Spanish 
speakers as part of a global 
context

Non-state Politics City councils, Regional politicians, 
Min. of Admin. and Local 
Government

Overcome non-recognition 
from Spain by avoiding the 
state level.

Education & Language University of Prishtina, Min. of 
Education, teachers and fluent 
speakers of Spanish.

Provide resources to 
learn Spanish albeit non-
recognition and cultural 
strangeness.

Tourism & Hospitality Kosovo’s nation brand officers, 
travel agencies and companies 
from the tourism industry.

Encourage Spanish 
speaking people to visit 
Kosovo and Kosovars to 
access Spanish culture.

Media & Internet Press, journalists, startups and 
digital entrepreneurs. 

Mitigate administrative 
and economic difficulties 
to Kosovars to travel with 
digital experiences.
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 LINE DARK BLUE: STATE DIPLOMACY

 LINE DARK GREEN: SPORTS, ARTS & CULTURE 

 LINE YELLOW: BUSINESS & INVESTMENTS 

 LINE LIGHT BLUE: INTERNATIONAL BODIES 

 LINE ORANGE: NON-STATE POLITICS

 LINE RED: EDUCATION & LANGUAGE

 LINE PURPLE: TOURISM & HOSPITALITY 

 LINE LIGHT GREEN: MEDIA & INTERNET

ZONE 1:  
CULTURAL LITERACY

ZONE 2: 
INTERPERSONAL 
EXPERIENCES 

ZONE 3:  
POLITICAL  
DECISION-MAKING
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LINE TAG RECOMMENDATION

PURPLE ADDRESS SCHENGEN

Campaign for lifting the “minus Spain” 
stamp in Schengen visas of Kosovar 
passports, by reminding the spirit of 
Schengen as “free movement across 
Europe”

 DARK BLUE AGREEMENTS AND ACCORDS
Promote agreements and accords albeit not 
changing recognition

 ORANGE AVOID STATE-LEVEL
Overcome non-recognitions by avoiding the 
state level.

 DARK BLUE BALKAN HUB
Become a Balkan hub for Latin American 
recognizers

PURPLE BOOST TRAVEL EXPERIENCES (Dest.)
Encourage Spanish speaking people to visit 
Kosovo and Kosovars to access Spanish 
culture.

 YELLOW BUSINESS MEETINGS
Set rounds of meetings between Spaniards 
and Kosovars

 YELLOW
BUSINESS OPORTUNITIES 
UNBLOCKED (Dest.)

Destination: Unblock the Spanish speaking 
markets for Kosovar companies and 
consumers

 ORANGE CITY TWINNINGS
Pursue city twinnings between Kosovar and 
Spanish cities.

 YELLOW COUNTRY PROFILE
Release a country profile targeted to 
Hispanic markets

 DARK GREEN CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
Support creative industries whose stories 
spin around Spanishness

 DARK GREEN CULTURAL ASSETS (Dest.)
Position Kosovo as a culture  
worth-exploring

 LIGHT GREEN DIGITAL INTERACTIONS (Dest.)
Mitigate administrative and economic 
difficulties for Kosovars to travel with digital 
experiences

 DARK GREEN FRIENDLY MATCHES
Arrange friendly matches with Latin 
American teams.

 LIGHT BLUE GLOBAL FRAMING (Dest.)
Frame engagement between Kosovo and 
Spanish speakers as part of a global 
context.

 DARK BLUE HISPANIC COMMUNITY IN THE US
Partner with the Hispanic community in 
the US

  
 

PURPLE + LIGHT GREEN HOSPITABLE KOSOVARS
Promote Kosovar hospitality to Spanish 
speaking visitors through tangible assets.

 DARK GREEN KOSOVAR AND LATIN POP ARTISTS
Highlight the commonalities between 
contemporary Kosovar artists and Latin 
music

  
  
  

LIGHT BLUE + ORANGE + RED
KOSOVO AND WB AS SOUTHER 
EUROPE

Ground Kosovo’s Europeanness and frame 
WB as part of Southern European cultures

 
 

PURPLE + LIGHT GREEN KOSOVO AS NATURE

Dispell myths about war by rebranding 
Kosovo a tourist destination with emphasis 
on outdoor activities, nature, history, and 
culture.
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LINE TAG RECOMMENDATION

 RED LANGUAGE & CULTURE COURSES
Provide courses on Hispanic cultures and 
languages

 DARK BLUE
LAT-AM FRIENDLY NON 
RECOGNIZERS

Establish relations with Latin American 
non-recognizers that are open to dialogue 
with Kosovo (Mexico, Ecuador, Chile)

 RED LEARNING RESOURCES (Dest.)
Provide resources to learn Spanish albeit 
non-recognition and cultural estrangeness

 RED LINGUISTIC EXPERIENCES
Support linguistic experiences linking 
Spain/Latin America with Kosovo

 LIGHT GREEN MEDIA IN SPANISH
Promote attractive stories about Kosovo 
with Spanish speaking journalists and 
media

 LIGHT BLUE MILITARY EMPATHIES
Support initiatives that tell stories of 
mutual solidarity linked to shared military 
memories (Istog, Spanish Civil War).

 YELLOW PORTUGAL AND PANAMA AS HUBS
Reach out to Portugal and Panama as 
commercial hubs

  
 

DARK BLUE + DARK GREEN PR FRAMEWORK
Define and enforce a PR framework when 
facing Spain.

 LIGHT BLUE
PRISHTINA’S INTERNATIONAL 
LIFESTYLE

Reinforce international experiences to be 
acquired as part of Prishtina’s lifestyle.

 DARK BLUE RECOGNITION /ENGAGEMENT (Dest.)
Get recognitions and/or improve 
engagement with  
non-recognisers

  RED + PURPLE SCHOLARSHIPS
Grant scholarships in Hispanic literatures 
to Kosovars.

 DARK BLUE SPAIN’S TERRITORIAL UNITY
Defend explicitly Spain’s territorial integrity 
in public discourses in front of Catalan 
separatism 

 DARK GREEN STRATEGIC CULTURAL DIPLOMACY
Prioritize Spain and Latin America in the 
strategy of cultural diplomacy.

 LIGHT GREEN STRATEGIC DIGITAL DIPLOMACY
Launch a digital diplomacy strategy 
targeted to Spanish speaking stakeholders

 ORANGE SUB-NATIONAL ENTITIES
Interact with Spanish sub-national entities 
to evade the problems of non-recognition.

 YELLOW TAX BENEFITS
Give tax benefits to Kosovar exports to 
Spain/Lat Am and imports from them

 ORANGE
TECHNICAL LEVELS OF 
ADMINISTRATION

Promote meetings and accords in technical 
levels of administration and shared issues 
(e.g. cultural heritage) 

  RED + PURPLE UNIVERSITY EXCHANGES
Establish and enforce university exchanges 
with special attention to lifting travel bans.

  
 

PURPLE + LIGHT GREEN VIRTUAL VISITS
Launch virtual visits and set online forums 
between Spain and Kosovo

 PURPLE WELCOME PACKAGE

Provide a welcome package to Spain/Lat 
Am  
non-recognisers with a warm yet witty 
message 
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